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Bivalves represent valuable taxonomic group for aging studies given their wide variation in
longevity (from 1–2 to >500 years). It is well known that aging is associated to the
maintenance of Reactive Oxygen Species homeostasis and that mitochondria
phenotype and genotype dysfunctions accumulation is a hallmark of these processes.
Previous studies have shown that mitochondrial DNA mutation rates are linked to lifespan
in vertebrate species, but no study has explored this in invertebrates. To this end, we
performed a Bayesian Phylogenetic Covariance model of evolution analysis using 12
mitochondrial protein-coding genes of 76 bivalve species. Three life history traits
(maximum longevity, generation time and mean temperature tolerance) were tested
against 1) synonymous substitution rates (dS), 2) conservative amino acid replacement
rates (Kc) and 3) ratios of radical over conservative amino acid replacement rates (Kr/Kc).
Our results confirm the already known correlation between longevity and generation time
and show, for the first time in an invertebrate class, a significant negative correlation
between dS and longevity. This correlation was not as strong when generation time and
mean temperature tolerance variations were also considered in our model (marginal
correlation), suggesting a confounding effect of these traits on the relationship between
longevity and mtDNA substitution rate. By confirming the negative correlation between dS
and longevity previously documented in birds and mammals, our results provide support
for a general pattern in substitution rates.

Keywords: life-history evolution, longevity, mitochondrial genome, synonymous substitution rates, Markov chain
Monte Carlo, bayesian statistics, bivalve

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary evolutionary theories of aging suggest that aging processes are influenced by forces of
natural selection that optimize fitness early in life (Hugues and Reynolds, 2005). In this context,
uncovering mechanisms which might explain connection between life traits and longevity becomes a
major concern, and could provide a better understanding of aging and the pattern of life-history
strategies evolution. Since extrinsic mortality is usually high in wild populations, only a small
proportion of individuals will survive long enough to experience senescence, hence the strength of
natural selection should decline with age. Among the classical evolutionary theories of aging, the
“mutation accumulation theory” proposes that late-acting mutations can accumulate, leading to
deleterious physiological conditions and aging process (Medawar, 1952). The corollary is that early-
acting mutations should be selected against and species period of maturation may depend on the
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capacity to develop strategies to avoid mutations during the
period of accumulation. The “antagonist theory of aging”
posits that positive selection of genes that are beneficial early
in life can be harmful later in life inducing the evolution of
senescence (Williams, 1957). This theory is a refinement of the
previous one and proceeds with the same rational: the mutations
which operate early in life should be selected (either positive or
negative), contrary to the mutations which occur after the
reproduction period. The third theory, “the disposable soma”
theory, argues that early maturation and reproduction restrict
energy available to maintenance and anti-aging mechanisms,
resulting in accelerated aging process (Kirkwood, 1977;
Kirkwood and Holliday, 1979). These theories suggest
evolutionary trade-off between reproduction and lifespan and
predict that low mutation rates may facilitate late reproduction in
order to reduce mutation accumulations prior to reproduction.

The cellular mechanisms involved in aging processes remain
to be fully understood but the relationship between the overall
energy expenditure of an organism and its lifespan has been
established for decades. The free radical theory of aging described
by Harman (Harman, 1956) correlates aging with the
accumulation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). These
molecules react and affect the function of essential
biomolecules (proteins, lipids, and nucleotides) to cause
significant dysfunction which accelerated cell senescence. Since
mitochondria are the principal sources of ROS, they are also
suspected to be the primary target of oxidative stress (Hulbert
et al., 2007; Pamplona and Barja, 2011; Munro and Blier, 2012;
Munro et al., 2013) and to relate to the rate of aging (Barja, 2004).
Mitochondria play major roles in bioenergetics (Nicholls and
Ferguson, 2013), autophagy and apoptosis (Ren et al., 2014; Li
et al., 2015), and inflammation (Rath and Haller, 2012; Currais,
2015; Thoudam et al., 2016), hence mutation accumulations and
functional impairments of mitochondrial protein-coding genes
(mtPCGs) should result in failures in the ability to fine-tune
homeostasis and therefore leads to senescence. Thus,
accumulation of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutations has
been already linked to individual lifespan in vertebrates (Feng
et al., 2001; Trifunovic et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2013). If the ROS
impacts on mitochondrial structures and genetic material are
associated with divergences in species-specific rates of aging, we
postulate that long-lived species should have evolvedmechanisms
to either attenuate oxidative stress effect or to repair
dysfunctional molecules.

In this context, comparative studies including short-lived and
long-lived species represent a powerful approach to delineate
physiological or biochemical traits associated to aging process. In
particular, one phylogenetic comparative method (Lartillot and
Poujol, 2011) has been successfully employed to investigate the
evolutionary variations of longevity and substitution rates in fish,
mammals and birds (Galtier et al., 2009a; Galtier et al., 2009b;
Hua et al., 2015). As expected, in these previous studies, longevity
is negatively correlated with nuclear DNA and mtDNA mutation
rates, and dN/dS (the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous
substitution rates), and Kr/Kc (the ratio of radical to conservative
amino-acids substitutions) showed a positive correlation both in
nuclear and mt-DNA. It is not yet possible to conclude if this

relationship reflects a primordial rule of aging process or if it is
specific to vertebrates.

In order to solve this problem, we decided to scrutinize the
patterns of mtDNA substitutions in invertebrates. Bivalves have
been advocated as exceptional models to study longevity (Blier
et al., 2017) because 1) they have an exceptional range of lifespan
(Guo, 2009; Butler et al., 2012); 2) measuring their age is easy as
each year they deposit a growth ring in the inner face of their shell
(Richardson, 2001) and, 3) they range from the poles to the
tropics and are therefore adapted to a wide variety of habitats
(Philipp et al., 2005; Silva Cavalcanti and Costa 2011). Bivalves
have a wider range of lifespan than mammals or birds, which are
currently used as longevity models in comparative studies
[maximum recorded longevity inferior to 250 years] (Tacutu
et al., 2013). Recently, a 507 years old bivalve Arctica islandica has
been found in Iceland coasts, making it the longest-lived non-
colonial animal (Butler et al., 2012). Few other bivalves can live
more than 150 years: Margaritifera margaritifera (210 years)
(Ziuganov et al., 2000) and Panopea abrupta (163 years)
(Bureau, 2002). In contrast, some bivalve species live only one
or two years, such as Argopecten irradians and Musculista
senhousia (Mistri, 2002; Guo, 2009). Moreover, age at sexual
maturity is positively and strongly correlated with longevity
(Ridgway et al., 2011; Abele and Philipp, 2013). For example,
Margaritifera margaritifera which can live over 210 years reaches
sexual maturity at 20 years (Bauer, 1987) whereas Musculista
senhousia that lives only two years reaches sexual maturity before
one year old (Mistri, 2002). Bivalves with longest lifespan live
generally in cold waters whereas those with shortest longevity live
in the tropics (Cardoso and Veloso, 2003; Philipp et al., 2005), but
we can observe important ranges of maximum lifespan in both
habitats.

Lartillot and Pujol (2011) introduced a Bayesian phylogenetic
reconstruction and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
to correlate and associate the evolution of molecular and
phenotypic characters. This method jointly estimates divergence
times, substitution rates, and their correlations with life history or
any phenotypic traits (Lartillot and Pujol, 2011) and has already
been applied tomammal and bird data (Galtier et al., 2009a; Galtier
et al., 2009b; Lartillot and Pujol, 2011; Nabholz et al., 2011;
Nabholz et al., 2013; Hua et al., 2015). Several substitution
parameters are commonly measured: the synonymous
substitution rate (dS), the ratio of non-synonymous over
synonymous substitution rates (dN/dS) and the ratio of radical
over conservative amino-acid replacement rates (Kr/Kc) (Nabholz
et al., 2008; Nabholz et al., 2013). Considering the putative role of
the mitochondrial encoded proteins in the management of ROS
production as well as their thermal-sensitivity (Blier et al., 2014) we
suspect that signature of elongated lifespan or any associated life
history trait will lead a specific signature in bivalve mitochondrial
genomes. Therefore, it will be of a particular interest to study the
correlation between mutation rates of mtDNA and life-history
traits like longevity in bivalves. It is important to note that some
bivalves have a biparental mtDNA transmission, named doubly
uniparental inheritance (DUI), different from the strictly maternal
inheritance of mtDNA which largely predominates in the animal
kingdom (Zouros, 2013). As a consequence, DUI bivalves show the
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two distinctmtDNA: the F (for “Female inherited”) genome, which
participates to the energy production in all somatic tissues, and the
M (for “Male inherited”) genome found in gonads and which only
contributes to the sperm function (Zouros, 2013; Dégletagne et al.,
2016). In this study, we only considered the F genome for DUI
species, since it is the principal genome involved in the metabolic
activity of somatic tissues.

We present here the first relationship between three phenotypic
traits (longevity, generation time and mean temperature tolerance)
andmtDNA evolution in invertebrates based on 76 bivalve species.
Our confirmation of a negative correlation between the rate of
neutral substitution in mitochondrial DNA and longevity strongly
indicate that the relationship might be a general rule as it is also
found in vertebrates. Further bivalve studies are warranted to
delineate precise mechanisms of aging.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bivalves Phylogeny and Evolution of
mtPCGs Among Lineages
Based on our phylogeny, the five subclasses of Bivalves were
retrieved: Protobranchia, Paleoheterodonta, Heterodonta,
Pteromorphia and Anomalodesmata (Figure 1), which can be
regrouped in three main groups. The first group includes two
Protobranchia species (Nucula nucleus and Solemya velum) and

is used as outgroup. The second group includes the
Paleoheterodonta species (posterior probability, pp � 1) and the
third group includes the Heterodonta, Pteriomorphia and
Anomalodesmata species (pp � 1). The only species in the
Anomalodesmata sub-order (Laternulla elliptica) is genetically
similar to the two Imparidentia species L. divarticata and L.
lacteus (pp � 0.95). Numerous studies, to date, have attempted
to reconstruct the phylogeny of bivalves based on morphological
and/or DNA (mt and/or nuclear) characters (Cope, 1996;
Adamkewick et al., 1997; Giribet and Wheeler, 2002; Dreyer
et al., 2003; Doucet-Beaupré et al., 2010; Plazzi and Passamonti,
2010; Plazzi et al., 2011; Bieler et al., 2014). In our phylogeny, we
found that the Paleoheterodonta was the most basal subclass of the
Autrobranchia, but with null support. Conversely, the most recent
phylogeny of Bivalvia (Bieler et al., 2014; González et al., 2015)
placed the Pteriomorphia as themost basal group of Autobranchia.
The places of the other four subclasses are not well resolved yet.

Based on the phylogenetic Bayesian tree branch lengths
observation (Figure 1), two groups of bivalves emerged: 1) the
Palaeoheterodonta, and 2) the Anomalodesmata, Heterodonta
and Pteriomorphia, which evolved slower and faster respectively.
This was easily confirmed by measuring the overall mean
p-distance for each studied subgroup, with a 2-fold less value
for Palaeoheterodonta (20.3% ± 0.002) species than those
measured for Heterodonta (37.6% ± 0.003) and Pteriomorphia
(42.8% ± 0.003) species. In the same way, a similar trend is

FIGURE 1 | Phylogenetic Bayesian tree of mitochondrial DNA in bivalves, obtained by using the site-heterogeneous CAT-GTR model. The five subclasses of
bivalves were retrieved: Pteriomorphia (blue), Heterodonta (purple), Anomalodesmata (orange), Palaeoheterodonta (red) and Protobranchia (brown, used here as
outgroup). The branch lengths highlight differences of mitochondrial mutation rate between bivalve subgroups, with two main groups: 1) Paleoheterodonta and
Protobranchia, and 2) Anomalodesmata, Heterodonta and Pteriomorphia, which evolved slowler and faster, respectively.
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FIGURE 2 | Posterior mean reconstruction of the evolution of dS along phylogeny of mtDNA in bivalves. Branch lengths are proportional to time, and the colors
yellow and red correspond to low (0.8–0.1) and high (0.8–1.5) dS, respectively. This representation highlights a high rate of dS (>1) for the genus Crassostrea
(Pteriomorphia) and a low synonymous substitution rate (<0.5) for protobranchs and most of the Paleoheterodonta species.
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observed when regarding the evolution of the synonymous
substitution rate among lineages (Figure 2). In particular, the
genus Crassostrea (Pteriomorphia) has the highest rate of dS
(>1). The protobranchs and most of the Paleoheterodonta
have the lowest synonymous substitution rate (<0.5). This
difference might be explained by the relationship among the
substitution rates, mitochondrial genome structure and
genome rearrangement. Indeed, Palaeoheterodonta species
have their genes on two strands of the mitochondrial
genome and have a conserved gene order whereas the
others subclasses (Anomalodesmata, Heterodonta and
Pteriomorphia) possess all genes on one strand and many
rearrangements (Breton et al., 2006; Smith and Snyder, 2007;
Doucet-Beaupré et al., 2010). The substitution rate could
increase as a result of the increase in the occurrences of
genome rearrangement (Xu et al., 2006), or gene order
changes could result from an increase in mutation rate.
The former hypothesis is associated with the potential
disequilibrium in base composition due to a displacement
of a gene to another location in the mtDNA. Thus if a gene
moves to a new location on the mtDNA, the base frequencies
within this gene can be out of equilibrium with the mutational
processes typical for its new position and this will lead to a
rapid burst of substitutions until equilibrium in the base
frequencies is reached. The alternative hypothesis
i.e., where the gene order rearrangement rate increases as a
result of the increase in substitution rate might occur if this
increase leads to the creation of repeated/similarities
sequences that are prone to recombination (Xu et al.,
2006). The high mutation rate found in the present study
and the high rate of gene rearrangements (Gissi et al., 2008)
for Anomalodesmata, Heterodonta and Pteriomorphia
subclasses support this scenario suggesting a strong
relationship between the rate of molecular evolution and
genome rearrangements in bivalve mitochondrial genomes.

By contrast, the evolution of the mtPCGs at the amino-acids
level reflected by the evolution of the ratio of radical over
conservative amino-acid replacement rates (Kr/Kc) among
bivalve lineages (Figure 3), showed a specific positive selection
pressure in Palaeoheterodonta species. Indeed, the high Kr/Kc
(>1.5) measured for each of the branches (Figure 3) suggest
higher radical amino-acid substitution rates and thus more
important modifications of biochemical properties of
mitochondrial encoded proteins in Palaeoheterodonta. This
lineage is characterized by freshwater species whereas
Anomalodesmata, Heterodonta and Pteriomorphia are
represented principally by marine species (Adamkewick et al.,
1997). Freshwater and marine mollusks typically diverge in
effective population sizes, with marine species usually having
larger effective population sizes (Plowugh, 2016). This difference
in effective population size could have played a role in the
selective pressure experienced by mtPCGs and could provide
elements of explanation, but it is not currently possible to
determine the link between population sizes and energy
metabolism. This would require further studies at the level of
the individual gene coupled with biological analyses, to
discriminate the genes and/or specific gene regions with high

radical amino-acid substitution rate and to better understand the
impact of these substitutions in the function of the encoded
proteins.

Relationship Among Life-History Traits
Considering only life-history traits, marginal correlations
showed that longevity was highly positively correlated with
generation time (r � 0.85; pp � 1) and negatively correlated
with temperature (r � −0.47; pp � 0.012), and generation time
was negatively correlated with temperature (r � −0.33; pp �
0.05) (Table 1). When the generation time was not considered
in the model, the partial correlation between longevity and
temperature was not as strong (r � −0.19; pp � 0.23)
(Table 1). Similarly, generation time was no longer
correlated with temperature (r � −0.03; pp � 0.46) when
longevity was controlled (Table 1). This suggest that the
strong relationship between longevity and generation time
would be responsible for the marginal correlations observed
for each one of these two traits with the mean temperature
tolerance.

To determine the proportion of the variation observed in one
trait that is predictable from the variation in another independent
trait, we have also calculated the r-square (r2) for each marginal
and partial correlation. Therefore, the variation observed in
longevity was predictable at 64% from the variation in
generation time (r2 � 0.64) and at 22% from the variation in
mean temperature tolerance (Table 1), when considering the
marginal correlations estimated between each pair of these three
variables. For the partial correlations, 72 and 4% of the variation
of longevity were predictable from the variation of generation
time and temperature, respectively (Table 1), again reflecting the
confounding effect of the strong correlation between longevity
and generation in the results obtained for mean temperature
tolerance through marginal correlations.

Bivalves with late maturation typically have longer lifespan
than species with early maturation. Our results confirm the
positive relationship between longevity and generation time
found on a smaller subset of bivalves by Haag and Rypel
(Haag and Rypel, 2011) and Ridgway et al. (Ridgway et al.,
2011), and found also in birds and mammals (Lartillot and
Pujol, 2011; Ridgway et al., 2011). Considerable efforts have
been addressed to provide ultimate (evolutionary) explanations
for the relationship between age at first reproduction and lifespan
(Ljubuncic and Reznick, 2009) but mechanistic links are still
missing. Temperature is known to have an important effect on
both metabolic rate and ROS production (Samain, 2011; Blier
et al., 2014) in ectotherms in general. It is therefore likely that
these physiological characteristics associated with low
temperature (for example, low metabolic rate and rare peak of
ROS production in stable polar environments) help them live
longer (Abele et al., 2009; Bodnar, 2009; Moss et al., 2016). Our
analysis however clearly points out that age at maturation was not
correlated with temperature, but instead the strong correlation of
longevity with generation time explains the relationship observed
in a marginal correlation. This therefore discards the hypothesis
that temperature would be a major driver of early growth and
maturation that would subsequently modulate lifespan. Our
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FIGURE 3 | Posterior mean reconstruction of the evolution of radical over conservative amino-acid replacement rates (Kr/Kc) along phylogeny of mtDNA in bivalves.
Branch lengths are proportional to time, and the colors yellow and red correspond to low (1.1–1.5) and high (1.5–1.8) Kr/Kc, respectively. This representation highlights a
high Kr/Kc (>1.5) for Palaeoheterodonta species, suggesting a specific positive selection pressure for this subclass of bivalves.
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results suggest a closer and tighter mechanistic link between age
at maturation and longevity independent of the impact of
temperature on metabolism.

Relationship Between mtPCGs Evolution
and Life-History Traits
The synonymous substitution rate was negatively correlated with
longevity (r � −0.3; pp � 0.04) and, to a lesser extent, with mean
temperature tolerance (r � 0.31; pp � 0.92), but no significant
marginal correlation was found with generation time (r � 0.09; pp�
0.69) (Table 2). The negative correlation between the substitution
rate and longevity was stronger when the generation time and
mean temperature tolerance were controlled (r � −0.57; pp�<0.01).
Therefore in bivalves, based on the r-squared of marginal and
partial correlations respectively, 9–30% of species longevity
variation (marginal and partial correlations result, respectively)
is associated with variation in mtDNA synonymous substitution
rate. Surprisingly, we observed a strong positive correlation
between dS and generation time (r � 0.58; pp � 1) when
longevity and temperature were controlled (Table 2). In
practice, the generation time increases with longevity. Thus, the
positive relationship between generation time and dS could explain
the less marked negative correlation between longevity and dS (r �
0.3; pp � 0.04) when confounding variables, such as generation
time, are included in our model (marginal correlation) (Table 2).
However, the negative relationship between longevity and dS is

stronger and predominates over the positive relationship between
generation time and dS because no correlation was found between
generation time and dS (r � 0.09; pp � 0.69) when the variation of
longevity is considered (marginal correlation) (Table 2).

These results, which suggest that long-lived bivalve species
exhibit lower mtDNA substitution rates than short-lived species,
are in agreement with the «mitochondrial theory of aging»
(Nabholz et al., 2008; Galtier et al., 2009b). A similar negative
relationship was also identified in mammals, birds and plants
(Laroche et al., 1997; Laroche and Bousquet, 1999; Andreasen
and Baldwin, 2001; Nabholz et al., 2008; Galtier et al., 2009a;
Lartillot and Pujol, 2011; Lartillot and Delsuc, 2012; Lartillot,
2013). Thus, we provide here clear evidence that this correlation
holds outside of vertebrates in animal kingdom. This study is also
one of the first looking at the influence of temperature on mtDNA
evolution and aging in ectotherms. Surprisingly, no relationship
between dS and mean temperature tolerance was found. This
might be due to the high level of missing values we observed.
Studies on Archaea, protozoans, invertebrates, fishes, amphibians,
reptiles, birds, mammals and plants all revealed that temperature
explains a significant proportion of DNA mutations and
substitution rates (Wright et al., 2003; Davies et al., 2004;
Gillooly et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2006; Estabrook et al., 2007;
Groussin and Gouy, 2011). Gillooly et al. (Gillooly et al., 2005)
found that mtDNA evolution rate is higher for warmer-bodied
endotherms than for ectothermic animals of similar size, attesting
the potential impact of temperature on mtDNA evolution.

TABLE 1 | Covariance analysis between life-history traits in 76 bivalve species.

Marginal correlationsa Generation time (years) Mean temperature tolerance (°C)

r r2 pp r r2 pp

Longevity (years) 0.8** 0.64 1 −0.47** 0.22 0.01
Generation time (years) − − − −0.33 0.11 0.05
Partial correlationsb Generation time (years) Mean temperature tolerance (°C)

r r2 pp r r2 pp
Longevity (years) 0.85** 0.72 1 −0.19 0.036 0.23
Generation time (years) − − − −0.03 0.001 0.46

aCorrelation coefficients (r) corresponding to marginal correlations between each pair of variables.
bCorrelation coefficients (r) corresponding to partial correlations.
*PP > 0.95 or <0.05.
**PP > 0.975 or <0.025.

TABLE 2 | Covariance between dS, Kc, Kr/Kc and life-history traits in 76 bivalve species.

Marginal correlationsa Longevity (years) Generation time (years) Mean temperature tolerance (°C)

r r2 pp r r2 pp r r2 pp

dS −0.3* 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.01 0.69 0.31 0.096 0.92
Kc −0.28 0.08 0.07 -0.05 0.002 0.42 0.39 0.15 0.94
Kr/Kc 0.17 0.03 0.66 0.28 0.08 0.76 0.23 0.05 0.73
Partial correlationsb Longevity (years) Generation time (years) Mean temperature tolerance (°C)

r r2 pp r r2 pp r r2 pp
dS −0.57** 0.32 <0.01 0.58** 0.37 1 0.18 0.03 0.78
Kc −0.28 0.08 0.14 0.3 0.09 0.86 0.27 0.073 0.82
Kr/Kc 0.06 0.004 0.58 0.3 0.09 0.8 0.45 0.2 0.88

aCorrelation coefficients (r) corresponding to the marginal correlations between each pair of variables.
bCorrelation coefficients (r) corresponding to the partial correlations.
*PP > 0.95 or <0.05.
**PP > 0.975 or <0.025.
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Assuming that synonymous mutations are close to neutral, such
that the synonymous substitution rate provides a good proxy for
the mutation rate, the lack of impact of temperature on the rate of
substitution in mtDNA entails low connection between metabolic
rate andmutation rate. This partly invalidates themechanistic “rate
of living theory” (Pearl, 1928; Speakman et al., 2002), which
advocates faster aging engendered by high metabolic rates. We
could speculate that oxidative stress episodes, andmutation events,
should correlate with intensity of energy metabolism since high
proportion of ROS arises from mitochondrial respiration.
Consequently, mutation rate should correlate with temperature
considering higher metabolic rate in warmer environment, which
is not what we obtained.Our results are at oddswith those obtained
on poison frogs (Santos, 2012) for which the rate of evolution of
nuclear and mitochondrial DNA are correlated with active
metabolic rate (AMR) but not with standard metabolic rate
(SMR). As mentioned in Santos (2012), the relationship
between AMR and rate of evolution could be explained by the
association with lifespan. Unfortunately, reliable data on lifespan
were missing to evaluate this longevity hypothesis. The suspected
direct and strong link between metabolic rate and oxidative stress
implies the low capacity of organism to manage oxidative stress.
Studying the longest-lived bivalve Arctica islandica, Munro et al.
(Munro et al., 2013) have shown that mitochondria of this species
generate much less hydrogen peroxide at a given respiration rate
than two shorter-lived species. They therefore suggested that
delayed aging process may be the consequence of the evolution
of mitochondrial function, which minimize oxidative stress in
physiological conditions independently of occurrence and
intensity of mitochondrial activity. It is then conceivable that
divergences in optimal or upper lethal temperatures will have
low impact on both oxidative stress and mutation rate. While
mitochondrial oxidative stress theory has received some support
(Hulbert et al., 2007; Blier et al., 2017), the direct role of oxidative
stress in explaining species divergences in the rate of aging is still
debated. One of the challenges is to link proximal (mechanistic)
theory to ultimate (evolutionary) theory of aging and
accordingly, in the case of mitochondrial theory of oxidative
stress establish a connection between management of oxidative
stress and age at reproduction. One potential avenue to address
this question is to explore cross-communication between ROS
management (or Nitrogen Reactive Species) and regulation
pathways that coordinate bioenergetics, early growth, and
sexual maturation: the insuline/insulin-like growth factor 1
(IGF-1), the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR), and
sirtuins (Narasimhan et al., 2009; Rollo, 2010) or their
homologs. Since in this wide taxonomic comparison, age at
reproduction is clearly associated to longevity, bivalves should
be a good comparative model to resolve this conundrum.

A previous study in mammals has shown positive correlation of
dN/dS ratios with longevity in mammals (Lartillot and Pujol,
2011), which was interpreted in the light of the nearly-neutral
theory, as an indirect consequence of variation in effective
population size between short- and long-lived species. Our
model failed to detect a relationship of dN/dS with any of the
life-history traits in bivalves. We cannot discard the possibility that
this lack of correlation could be explained by high level of

saturation of mt-DNA substitutions related to long evolutionary
history of studied species (the node of our phylogenetic trees being
over 500My distant). Ultimately, correlation analyses between dN/
dS and more direct proxies of effective population size (e.g.,
nucleotide diversity, see Figuet et al. (2014)) could be conducted.

We used also the Kr/Kc ratio to evaluate the fixation rate of either
slightly deleterious or adaptive mutations in mtDNA (Zhang, 2000;
Smith, 2003; Hanada et al., 2007; Popadin et al., 2007; Nabholz et al.,
2013), as saturation levels of amino acid substitutions may be lower
than the nucleotide one and Kr/Kc shows a stronger relationship
with life-history traits than dN/dS (Nabholz et al., 2013). Galtier
et al. (Galtier et al., 2009b) reported a negative relationship between
Kc and longevity in birds and mammals. Likewise, in mammals, the
Kr/Kc ratio correlates positively with body mass or age at sexual
maturity (Nikolaev et al., 2007; Popadin et al., 2007). Here, no
significant correlation was detected between Kr/Kc and any of the
three life-history traits (Table 2). The correlations between
conservative amino acid replacement rate (Kc) and the three life-
history traits (longevity, maturity and mean temperature tolerance)
were weak and non-significant based on marginal and partial
correlations (Table 2). Only longevity and mean temperature
tolerance seem to be respectively negatively (r � −0.28; pp �
0.07) and positively (r � 0.39; pp � 0.94) correlated with Kc
through marginal correlations (Table 2).

Again, long evolutionary history and high level of mutations
accumulations may have resulted in a hardly detectable
evolutionary signal (Plazzi and Passamonti, 2010). Alternatively,
the negative correlation between population size and longevity,
whichwas invoked to explain the correlation patterns of dN/dS and
Kr/Kc in birds and mammals, may not hold in mollusks. Further
studies are required to carefully explore this relation between life-
history traits andmutation rate. Moreover, we have not considered
the impact of other parameters such as the air exposure, which
could have an impact on the mitochondrial energy production and
thus could affect the longevity and the age at sexual maturity in
bivalves. It may also be interesting to investigate about this
relationship by focusing on specific bivalve subgroups of
species, such as the slow-evolving Palaeoheterodonta species, or
subgroup of species which have been adapted to unusual “extreme”
environment (as hydrothermal vent bivalves or Arctic and
Antarctic species). Finally, we did not explore the impact of
compositional variation between lineages on the overall
correlation analysis, another aspect that might require further
investigation.

CONCLUSION

Here, we performed a first preliminary analysis of evolutionary
signals in mitochondrial DNA potentially linked to life-history
traits in bivalves. Our results confirm the known strong positive
correlation between longevity and generation time (Ljubuncic
and Reznick, 2009), and clearly establish a negative relationship
between substitution rates and longevity in a group of
invertebrates expanding this correlation previously
documented for vertebrates (Laroche et al., 1997; Laroche and
Bousquet, 1999; Andreasen and Baldwin, 2001; Nabholz et al.,
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2008; Galtier et al., 2009a; Lartillot and Pujol, 2011; Lartillot and
Delsuc, 2012; Lartillot, 2013). This correlation is not mediated by
either temperature or age at maturity. In the future, it will be of
interest to identify which of the different mtPCGs are involved
and by focusing on specific group of species, like the
Palaeheterodonta species, which present unusual characteristics
in their mtDNA evolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular and Life History Trait Data
Sixty five complete female mitochondrial genomes were
downloaded from GenBank (Benson et al., 2013). Eleven
mitochondrial genomes sequenced by our group were added
to the dataset (Leviviers et al. in prep). In all, the
mitochondrial genomes of 76 bivalve species were used for our
analyses (Supplementary Table S1). Three life-history traits were
tested: longevity, generation time, and mean temperature
tolerance. We used the published records of maximum life
span as a proxy for longevity, the age of female at sexual
maturity as a proxy for generation time, and the maximum
lethal temperature measured in laboratory as a proxy for
maximum lethal temperature in environment (37 datas were
found for both longevity and generation time and 24 were
found for maximum lethal temperature, Supplementary
Tables S1–S7).

Phylogenetic Reconstruction
A phylogenetic tree was then inferred with the PhyloBayes
program (Lartillot and Philippe, 2004) using a CAT GTR
GAMMA four model with two Monte Carlo Markov chains
running simultaneously. As ATP8 is often absent or highly
modified within bivalves we did not consider this gene for the
phylogenetic analyses (Gissi et al., 2008). Each 12 protein coding
gene sequences (PCG) from the 76 bivalve mtDNAs were first
aligned separately using MUSCLEv3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) and the
poorly aligned positions were removed using Gblocks v.0.91b
(Catresana, 2000) with default parameters. Then the PCG were
concatenated resulting in 1,645 amino acids. A Bayesian tree was
obtained under the site-heterogeneous CAT-GTR model using
PhyloBayes 3.3f (Lartillot et al., 2009). The CAT-GTR model was
used because of its increased robustness against long-branch
attraction artifacts in the presence of mutational saturation
(Lartillot et al., 2007; Lartillot et al., 2013). Two independent
Monte Carlo Markov chains were run, for 5,000 cycles (each
comprising a large number of generations, cycling over updates of
all components of the parameter vector), excluding the first 400
cycles (burn-in). The two consensus trees were nearly identical
between the two independent runs (maximum difference between
posterior probability support of 0.08 over all clades). The
protobranchs, Solemya velum (accession: NC_017612) and
Nucula nucleus (accession: EF211991) were used as outgroup
for phylogenetic analyses. Overall mean p-distance were
measured for the three groups of Heterodonta, Pteriomorphia
and Palaeheterodonta species through the MEGA07 software
(Kumar et al., 2016).

Relationship Among Life History Traits
The correlation and covariation among life history traits and
mtDNA evolution were estimated using a Bayesian framework
with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling approach
as implemented in CoEvol 1.4b (Lartillot and Pujol, 2011) (http://
github.com/bayesiancook/coevol.git). The strength of the
correlation between the evolution rate and life-history traits is
given as a posterior probability (pp) of a positive (pp close to 1) or
a negative correlation (pp close to 0). The mt-DNA evolution was
represented by considering the synonymous substitution rate
(dS), the ratio of nonsynonymous over synonymous
substitution rates (dN/dS), the ratio of a radical over
conservative amino acid replacement rates (Kr/Kc) and the
conservative amino-acid replacement rate (Kc). Under the Kr/
Kc model, substitutions were considered as radical if they change
the polarity or the volume of the amino-acid. Two independent
runs were performed for each analysis, during 3,200 cycles
excluding the first 200 cycles (burn-in) for dS analysis, and
5,000 cycles excluding the first 200 cycles for Kr/Kc analysis.
Their convergence was assessed by measuring several key
statistics (log likelihood, mean substitution rate over the tree,
mean omega over the tree, entries of the covariance matrix, root
age, etc.), the effective sample size, and the discrepancy between
the credibility intervals obtained from the two independent runs.
For all these statistics, the effective sample size was greater than
500 and the relative discrepancy was less than 0.12.
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